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ABSTRACT 

This article is a conceptual tudy of the learning organization, which is believed to 

facilitate su tainablc comp titivene . The article examines the various definitions 

given to the learning rgnnizotion by various writers and the characteristics that are 

pertinent in lcMnin ~ rganization . 

histori ·al per pective of learning organizations is provided. A critical review and 

synthe ·i · f literature is done on the learning organization as a means to build and 

maintain u tainable competitive advantage. The article examines the various theories 

in creation and maintenance of competitive advantage, which include Porter's five 

forces model, the resource-based view and the knowledge-based view. The usefulness 

of being a learning organization as a way to respond to strategic change is highlighted. 

A critical review is done of the disciplines in building the learning organizations as 

propagated by Peter Senge, which other writers have also evaluated and commented 

on. The core disciplines include personal mastery, mental models, team learning, 

shared vision and systems thinking. 

The article considers learning within organizations as ultimately tied to culture and 

structure. Various cultural and structural aspects that promote learning organizations 

are highlighted. Case studies of three organizations have been used to show the 

application of the concept of learning organizations. The article finally provides the 

research context for learning organizations and the expected future directions. 



1.1 BACKGRO ND 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Organit.ations { p ·rut · in a w rid full of ever increasing challenges caused by high 

levels or L' nvin)Jlm ·ntal turbulence. !\ clear concept of corporate strategy and strategic 

planning r ·quire ' n going surveillance of the changing environment, objective 

analy ·i · f trength and weaknesses of the firm and a carefully managed process of 

marching up the firms' capabilities with the changing opportunities (Webster et a! , 

1989). Learning in organizations is therefore paramount. Organizations seek to learn 

' hat is required to enhance their capability to cope with the changing environment. 

The resource-based view (RBV) required firms to compete based on their unique or 

distinctive capabilities, competencies and resources capabilities (Hoskisson et a! , 

1999). 

The importance of learning was first put forward by a Chinese philosopher, Confucius 

(551-479 BC). He believed that everyone would benefit from learning, "without 

learning the wise become fooli sh, by learning the fooli sh become wise", "Learn as if 

you could never have enough of learning, as if you might miss something" 

(Chau, 1996). Here we see that Confucius statement ties up well with the need for the 

current organizations that seek to continuously learn to cope with the dynamic 

environmental changes. 

Marz et al (1999) have observed that some employer see workers a being 

con ervative and difficult to change. The corporation, which is ab le to quickly learn 

and innovate in their work, wi ll be able to change their work practice to perform 

better in the con tantl} changing en ironment. hange i no\ mea ured in term r 
months, not year a it wa in the pa t. Bu ine re-engineering us d to concentrate n 

eliminating wa te and not on' ' rking smarter and lcarnmg Marz ct a\ , 1999). 



Collecting and evaluating information on competitors is essential for successful 

strategy formulation (Daniel et a!, 1993). It is necessary for a firm to learn what the 

competitors do better and seek ways of even being better or doing things differently 

but producing better re ult . ood competitive intelligence in business, as in the 

military, i one of the J... ' t u cc . The more information and knowledge a firm can 

obtain about it' • mp tit rs, the more likely it can formulate and implement effective 

strategies (Dani I ·t al, 199 ). Major competitors' weaknesses may represent external 

opporluniti ·s. indicating where a firm may want to learn, perfect itself and remain 

unn.:a ·habl '. n the other hand major competitors' weaknesses may represent threats 

and indicating \ hat needs learning and improvement to be able to be competitive 

(Daniel eta!, 1993). 

The basic rationale for learning organizations is that in situations of rapid change only 

those that are flexible, adaptive, and productive will excel. For this to happen, it is 

argued, organizations need to discover how to tap people's commitment ad capacity to 

learn at all levels (Senge, 2000). 

Once a firm defines its objectives and its strategies all work done should be in support 

of these strategies to ensure the objectives are achieved effectively. It is important that 

effective coaching takes place to ensure all people in the organization have learnt and 

have a good clear understanding of what is expected of them, to achieve the expected 

objectives (Treacy and Wiersema, 1997). Once employees clearly understand the 

direction the organization wishes to take then in determining their developmental plans 

they consider the areas in which they need to learn in order to carry out the plans they 

have to achieve the outputs expected of them as contribution to overall trategy 

implementation. 

1.2 THE MEA lNG OF LEARNI OR A IZATIO 

andra Kcrka remarked in 1995 "ther i not. .. a con en u on the definiti n r a 

learning organization". Indeed ltttle ha. changed . in . ar\ in (2000) r cent\ ' 

ob r cd that a clear definition of the learning organiz tion has proved to be clu tv~;. ~ 

numb r ofv.ritcr hnvc ho\\ n:r pro\id~.;d tht.: dcfiniti ns b low. 
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Senge (1990) defines learning organizations as organizations where people continually 

expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expensive 

patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free and where 

people are continually learning to ee the whole together. According to Peddler et al, 

1991 a learning com pan L a vi ion of what might be possible, it is not brought about 

simply by training indi iduaL ; it can only happen as a result of learning at the whole 

organization k\ ·1. ,\ I ·arning company is an organization that facilitates the learning 

or nil its Ill 'lll b 'r and continuously transforms itself. Karash (1995) specifies that a 

knrning r 1anization i one in which people at all levels, individually and collectively, 

arc continual\ increa ing their capacity to produce results they really care about. 

ccord ing to Watkins and Marsick ( 1992) learning organizations are characterized by 

total employee involvement in a process of collaboratively conducted, collectively 

accountable change directed towards shared values or principles. McGill et al (1992) 

describe the learning organization as a com"'pany that can respond to new information 

by altering the very programming by which information is processed and evaluated. 

A learning organization is one that seeks to create its own future; that assumes learning 

is an ongoing and creative process for its members; and one that develops, adapts, and 

transforms itself in response to the needs and aspirations of people, both inside and 

outside itself (Navran Associates Newsletter, 1993). 

We can see much that is shared as well as some contrasts in the definitions above. 

Pedler et.al appear to approach learning organizations as something that is initiated and 

developed by senior management - they involve a top-down, managerial imposed 

vision (Hughes and Tight, 1998). This can be contrasted with more "bottom-up" or 

democratic approaches such as that hinted at by Watkin and Mar ick ( 1992). orne 

' riter have looked to the learning company, but mo t have proceeded on the 

a sumption that any type of organization can be a learning organization. A further 

crucial distinction ha been reproduced fro m the u e of theorie from organizational 

learning. 1 hi i the di tinction made between t chnical and ia l ariant Eastcrb -

mith and raujo, 1999). 'I he te hnical ariant ha lo ked t interventions based n 

me ures, ·uch, the learning curve (in which hi. toricall data on pr du tion costs is 

pi lt d umulativc output o u parti ular pr du t). '1 hcn.: is , tcndcnc · in 

f u on out mc rathcr than th pn t e of lcarnin ' · '1 he l ial 



view of the learning organization looks to interaction and process - and it is this 

orientation that has come to dominate the popular literature. 

What learning organization do i et u free because employees no longer have to be 

pass ive player in th qunti n; they will learn to express ideas and challenge 

themselves to ')J1tribut to an improved work environment by participating in a 

paradi •m shill lh m th ' traditional authoritarian workplace philosophy to one where 

th ~.: hi ·ra n:h · i l r kl!n down, and human potential is heralded. Learning organizations 

lustl:r an ·m ir nment wherein people can "create the results they truly desire," and 

whcr the can learn to learn together for the betterment of the whole (Rheem, 1995). 

The perfect learning organization is not an attainable goal ; it is merely a desirable 

concept: there is not correct implementation of the learning organization. Every 

organization can continuously adapt and adjust and some will be better learning 

organizations than others, but every one of them has something new to learn (Marz et 

al , 1999). A learning organization is just a means to a business goal, created to improve 

productivity and most importantly profit. Quite how long this philosophy will remain 

fashionable is unknown. What is certain is that for any company in today' s global 

market place continuous change and adaptation is the only way to survive (Marz et al 

1999). 

1.3 LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 

DISTINGUISHED 

Organizational learning is an area of knowledge, within organizational theory, that 

stud ies models and theories about the way an organization learn and adapts (Kim, 

1993). In organizational development (00), learning i a characteristic of an adaptive 

organization, that i , an organization that i able to en e change in ignal from it 

en ironment (both internal and external) and adapt according!). 0 pe iali st 

endeavor to a i t their client to learn from e. p rience and incorp rate the learning a 

t dback into the learning proc . . 

tudi ol r' niz tiona! lcarnin[) cun b • distin •ui hed lr m tudic or a n:latcd 

c n pt, the I rnin or < niz ti n. '1 h I tt r in 'cncr, I. u c the the n.:ti ,\I lind in ' 



of organizational learning and other work in organizational development in order to 

come up with specific recommendations about how to create an organization that 

continuously and effectively learns (Kim 1993). 

Several model h vc b ' en prop cd that facilitate understanding of organizational 

learning. hrL rg) ri s 1992) di stingui hes between single-loop and double-loop 

learning. rcli\tc I t ) 11' ' 'Ory Bateson 's concept of first and second order learning. In 

sin •h.:-1 )t)p I \Unin 1, individuals, groups or organizations modify their actions 

n~.: ~.:ording t the di fference between expected and obtained outcomes. Jn double-loop 

karnin, the entities (individuals, groups or organization) question the values, 

u · ·umptions and policies that led to the actions in the first place; if they are able to 

knm and modify those, then second-order or double loop learning has taken place. 

March and Olson (1975) attempt to link up individual and organizational learning in 

their model. Individual beliefs lead to individual action, which in turn may lead to an 

organizational action and a response from the environment which may advice 

improved individual beliefs and the cycle then repeats over and over, learning occurs 

as better beliefs produce better actions. 

Kim (1993), as well, in an article entitled "The link between individual and 

organizational learning" integrates Argyris, March and Olson and another model by 

Kofman into a single comprehensive model; further, he analyzes all the possible 

breakdowns in the information flows in the model, leading to failures in organizational 

learning; for instance, what happens if an individual action is rejected by the 

organization for political or other reasons and therefore no organizational action takes 

place? 

1.4 A HI TORICAL 

ORGA IZA TION 

PER PE TIVE OF TH LEARN IN 

Until the 1900 major re earch into 'the art of learn ing' had not tartcd. In the 1950 

the concept of ystem thinking wa intr duccd but ne r implemented. J uld

Krcutz r As o iation. Inc. defined s · t m thinking as .. lr~ mcwork lor ~eeing 

int rr lati n hip rather th. n things: to ~ e the for~.: t and the tr~.:e ., (t norpardi , 2007) . 

r aniz 1ti ns n d to b • ' ·arc ol h lth th )tnpany • • "hole lS "dl s th 



individuals within the company. Up until the introduction of this concept, companies 

concentrated on their own needs not the needs of their workers (Azzorpardi, 2007). 

f n 194 7 Macys Conferen e ' a organ izcd by Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson and 

Lawrence Kubi "hi h br ught " ystcms thinking" to the awareness of a cross 

disc iplinary gr Hlp )r "- · intellectuals. System thinking, which was effectively 

introdt~ccd in th • I ) -Os tried to change the managerial view so that it included the 

ambit it)l\ · nr th • indi idual workers, not just the business goals (Keen et al, 1978). One 

or th • system · used ' as called the Decision Support Systems (DSS). This was for the 

u ·e r c rporate executives to help them make decisions for the future (Turban et al , 

- 004 . lt ' as in fact the building of the models, which defined the systems that 

benefi ted the management rather than the system 's operation. This was because the 

building of the model focused on what the business really was and the alternatives 

available for the future (Keen et al , 1978). 

One benefit of DSS was that it made implicit knowledge explicit. This makes extra 

knowledge available to the organization and will allow the organization to learn better 

because explicit knowledge will tend to spread faster through an organization. In this 

respect DSS can be considered as an additional method of communication in 

organizations. This systems tool was predicted to be necessary for every executive 

desktop but this did not happen (Keen et al, 1978). 

In the 1970s the same idea was renamed organizational learning. One of the early 

researchers in this field was Chris Arygri s from Havard. He published a book on the 

subject in 1978, but even with this published information on the concept it till wasn' t 

phys ically taken on by any companies (Abernarthy, 1999). 

In the 1980's companies di covered learning a a new ource of competi tive advantage 

( enge, 1992). This lead to 'capabilitie -based' competition,' hich included the 

capability o learning and ari ing from learning. Many p pic, like Peter enge' ho i 

one of the modern day guru . ha e continued a long thi line of r search. Information 

on the topic has b en pa . ed on to anou 

1c rning org. nizati n~ ( cngc. 1992). 

mpanic. , "hich arc now tr ing to be omc 



In the world today organizations operate in a dynamic environment with an increased 

pace of change. This has driven them to seek to become learning organizations. If the 

change over to a learning organization happens overnight the environment around the 

workers will be complex and d namic. There will be agitations and confusion, which 

means learning, may n t tak' tlace because of the chaos caused. It can therefore only 

be introduced intL a ' mpnn that is prepared to reach a balance between change and 

stability, that i~. ,, I alan'' bl!twccn the old and the new (Scon, 1983). Organizations 

must int ·ru ·t "ith th' <.:nvir nmcnt so that the environment must be suitable for that 

interaction c n, 198 ). 

1.5 TYPE OF LEARNING IN ORGANIZATIONS 

There are two types of learning in organizations namely adaptive learning and 

generative learning. Adaptive learning is about copying and the current view of 

organizations is based on it. According to Senge (1990) increasing adaptiveness is only 

the first stage but companies need to focus on generative learning or double-loop 

learning (Argyris, 1992). Generative learning emphasizes continuous experimentation 

and feedback in an ongoing examination of the way organizations go about defining or 

solving problems. Generative learning, which requires new ways of looking at the 

world, is about creating and therefore requires systemic thinking, shared vision, 

personal mastery, team learning and creative tension. 

Adaptive learning or single-loop learning focuses on solving problems in the present 

without examining the appropriateness of current learning behaviors. Adaptive 

organizations focus on incremental improvements, often based upon the past track 

record of success. They do not question the fundamental a sumptions underlying the 

exi ting ways of doing work (Argyris, 1992). To maintain adaptability rganization 

need to operate as experimenting or elf-de igning organization . hey hould 

maintain them elve in a tate of frequent, nearly continuou change in tructure , 

pro cs, e , domain and goal . 
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1.6 INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL LERANING 

Inter-organizational learning 

organizations to become mor 

a ignificant type of learning that may enable 

mpctent. Organizations may learn from other firms 

through variou stratcgi all ian c and joint ventures. 

Besides the • pi idt strategic and operational motives for alliances between firms 

learning in t)rc..l·r t obtain certain competitive edge in the market place serves as a 

primar) m ti\ ati n ft r alliance. Alliances evolve over time and metamorphosize as 

partnl!r · learn (Lei, locum and Pitts, 1997). Competencies change and goals are 

redefined. thu the potential for learning also changes. Alliances facilitate the learning 

in learning organizations and are "relatively enduring inter-firm cooperative 

arrangements, involving flows and linkages that utilize resources and/or governance 

structures from autonomous organizations, for the joint accomplishment of individual 

goals linked to the corporate mission of each sponsoring firm" (Parkhe, 1993, p794). 

Alliances are vehicles of opportunity and create a laboratory for learning (lnkpen, 

1994) 

Inter-organizational learning, also referred to as collaborative learning (Hardy et al , 

2003), may immensely multiply the advantages of a learning process. It requires a 

networked of special interactions. Alliances between firms grow over time and 

learning occurs throughout the evolutionary process. Initial motivating conditions for 

exploring partnerships generate adaptive learning capacities in firms and those lead to 

greater responsive abilities to meet now conditions encountered at each phase ( oz, 

1996). Learning capacities will accumulate over time and permit more efficient and 

diver e learning as partnerships progres . A number of authors (Reich/Menkin, 1986; 

Hamel, 1991) have argued that the Japane e are particularly good at learning fr m their 

partner . Thi could have accounted for the dramatic growth in Japane e [I reign direct 

inve tment in the ·. compared \ ith · uropean in e tment . 

In pringfield, Mi ouri two hur he , , I ar T mplc and Parkcrest Assembl · ar 

m inin • effort to create a learning organizati n (llamcl, 1991 ). 'IIH.:y ha e unit d 

of land, c n reg, lion nd finances . 'I hey ha\e ere ted , step pr css 

pin nd pr bl m th, t mi •ht nri •. '1 he 'rcat t or •ani7.nti nal 



learning tool they have is trust and united mission and this is facilitating learning inter

organizationally as ideas are freely shared. They have a common goal, common 

direction and are creating together, concentrating on building aspects that unite them 

rather than those that di\idc them. Both churches have increased efficiency which they 

mutually agree ari. c fr m learn inn from one another as ideas are shared. 

Organit.ations IHI\ 't m' to rely on alliances with key players in the marketplace as 

stratcgk vcntur • ft)r maintaining a competitive advantage. These key relationships 

cun hl.!lp 1'1stcr learning organizations, thus giving an edge over the competition and 

thi · s~rvc · a· a primary motivation for alliance formation. Short-term and long-term 

·trategic planning can flourish when collaborative partnerships with suppliers, 

cu tomer and competitors take place and organizations learn from one another. Daft 

(2005) characterized effective learning organizations as those that have permeable 

boundaries, that is organizations that will often link themselves with other businesses 

providing each organization with a larger access to information about current needs 

and directional trends in industry. 

Companies can mutually learn and benefit by coming together and sharing in a 

mutually beneficial marketing strategy. Advanced circuit technologies in Nashua, 

New Hampshire formed a coalition of 10 electronic firms to jointly market non

competing products. Each company still conducted its own business but as a coalition 

they could bid for projects larger beyond what they could deliver as individual 

companies. Each of them could offer the same information in relation to their 

marketing strategy. Such alliances are beneficial for all parties if' there is a ubstantial 

transfer of knowledge, transformation ofthat knowledge into u able information within 

the broader organization and synthe is of new knowledge that is the direct re ult of' the 

knO\ ledge haring that comes about a a result of the alliance. 

In global competition not all firm are equally endor ed in ariou kill and 

collaboration may pro ide an opp rtunity for one to internali7e the kills, f' the other 

and th rcfon.: improve it ~ po ition within and without the alliance. J:.ny llumcl ( 199 I) 

rri d out a detailed analy i of nine international all ian es "hi h ) iclded a tine

rained under tandin • of the d tcrminant of inter-partner learn in •. ' \he •t at ol th 

'• t und tand th c. t 1\t t ' hi h , nd m m thr u h \\hi h th 



collaborative process might lead to a reapportionment of skills between partners. The 

research objective was theory development rather than theory extension. The study 

found that in competitive collaboration asymmetries existing within the alliance result 

in a shift in relative competiti c position and advantage between the partners. These 

asymmetric r ult in , hang in relative bargaining power within the alliance. The 

dcterm innnts or learning ' er' found to be intent, transparency and receptivity. 

Whether un l) r •:ll\i 7\lti 11 ll:comcs a learning organization but no longer needs from 

partm:rs d ·p ·nus l n th · depth of learning that has taken place. 

1.7 H RA TERI TI S OF THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION 

Mo t of the conceptualizations of the learning organizations seem to work on 

a umptions that learning is valuable, continuous, and most effective when shared 

and that every experience is an opportunity to learn (Kerka, 1995). The following 

characteristics appear in some form in the more popular conceptions: Learning 

organizations provide continuous learning opportunities, use learning to teach their 

goals, link individual performance with organizational performance, foster inquiry and 

dialogues, making it safe for people to share openly and take risks, embrace creative 

tension as a source of energy and renewal, are continuously aware of and interact with 

their environment (Kerka, 1995). 

A " learning organization" is a firm that purposefully constructs and maximizes 

organizational learning (Dogson, 1993) . The concept of learning organization is 

increasingly becoming popular since organizations want to be more adaptable to 

change. Learning is a dynamic concept and it empha es the continually changing 

nature of organization . Just as learning is important for the growth of individual , it i 

equally important for organizations. ince individuals form the bulk of the 

organization, the) mu t e tabli h the nece sary fo rm and proces e to enable learning 

in the organizational in order to faci litate change. 

'I h c who \\Ork in learning organization are "full · awakened" people. The · arc 

eng'\ led in their work, triving to reach their potential, by harin • the vision or a 

rthy al \\ ith t am coli a •u (D 1 on 19 ). '1 he; ha\ c mental tnl d Is t) •uidc 

th m in th pur uit p r on I m, t r · and their p r onal •o, I .trc in ,\li •nmcnt \\ ith 



the mission of the organization (Dogson, 1993). Working in a learning organization is 

far from being a slave to a job that is unsatisfying, rather, it is seeing ones work as part 

of a whole, a system where there are inter relationships and processes that depend on 

each other. Consequent! m akened workers take risks in order to learn and they 

understand how to eek enduring oluti n to problems instead of quick fixes. Lifelong 

commitment to high qual it \ ork can re ult when teams work together to capitalize on 

the synergy or th · · nt inuous group learning for optimal performance. Those in 

lcuming or '<mil'ali ns can serve other in effective ways because they are well 

pn:pan:d r r change and working with others (Dogson, 1993). 



CHAPTER TWO 

SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND 

COMPETITIVENESS IN LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS 

2.1 COMJ>ETITI E AD ANT AGE 

Strategic man·1 'L' t1H:nt has • olved and reached a point where its primary value is to 

hl:lp the or •tmi:rati( n operate ·uccessfull y in a dynamic, complex environment, 

(!Iunger uml \\he ·len, 2002). Inland Steel Company in U.S.A for example, uses 

strute •ic 1lanning a a tool to drive organizational change. Managers at all levels 

continua\1. anal ze the changing Steel industry in order to create or modify strategic 

plan throughout the year. To be competitive in dynamic environments, corporations 

ha e to become less bureaucratic and more fl exible. In stable environments, which are 

not common today, a competitive strategy simply involves defining a competitive 

position and then defending it. However, because it takes less and less time for one 

product or technology to replace another, companies are finding that there is no such 

thing as a permanent competitive advantage (Hunger and Wheelen, 2002). Many agree 

with Richard D'Aveni (1994), in his book "Hyper Competition," that any sustainable 

competitive advantage lies not in doggedly following a centrally managed 5-year plan, 

but in stringing together a series of strategic short-term thrusts (as Intel, in U.S.A, does 

by cutting into the sales of its own offerings with periodic introductions of new 

products) . 

The above means that corporations must develop strategic flexibility, that is, the ability 

to shi ft from one dominant strategy to another. trategic fl exibility demands a long

term commitment to the development and nurturing of critical re ource . lt al o 

demands that the ompany become a Learning rganization, that i , an organization 

skilled at creating, acquiring and tran ferring knm: ledge and at modifying its behavior 

to reflect new knowledge and in ight (llunger and Wheelen, 2002). Learning 

rganization avoid , lability through continuou ·elf-c. amination and 

c.·pcrimentation with p oplc at all lc el , n t ju t top management, need to be 

Ill lved m tratcgic management, in canning the en ironment for critical 

m nn. ti n, ugg tin, han •e to tratcgics , nd programs to t. kc ,1dv. nta •c ol 

nt.l hi • \ ·ith th rs to c ntinul u I) impr we "l rk ml:thl d 

pr ur nd v lu ti n t hniqu (llun, r nd Whc len. 2002 . om1 II) 



uses the method of training all employees in small-group activities and problems

solving techniques. This way desirable skill to increase effectiveness and maintain 

competitive position may be pa ed on among employees. The more multidimensional 

a firms competitive ad antng i and the more each dimension of competitive 

advantage is ba. d n uniqu or omplcx bundles of organizational capabilities rather 

than individual capabiliti~s, th m rc dif!icult it is for a competitor to diagnose the 

determinants lllhl: !inns success (I Iunger and Wheelen, 2002). 

2.2 'RE Tl G A D MAINTAINING OF COMPETITIVENESS AND 

0 lP 'TITIVE ADVANTAGE IN LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS 

In d)namic environment in which organizations operate they seek to respond to 

changes in order to remain competitive. Learning is regarded as important in as a 

trategic advantage in the highly competitive global market place (Twomey, 2002). 

Organizations therefore seek to be learning organizations so as to continuously 

maintain or enhance their competitiveness. For organizations to be competitive it 

means they have to be innovative, be able to change and have speed in the market 

place (Twomey, 2002). Senge et al (1994) said if there is one single thing a learning 

organization does well it is helping people to embrace change. Therefore creating a 

learning organization is both strategically and motivationally desirable and contributes 

to the competitiveness of the firm. As organizations learn and become innovative, 

enhance their ability to change and the speed with which they are able to adjust as the 

environment changes they enhance their ability to create and maintain ustainable 

competitive advantage and superior performance (Twomey, 2002). 

Da) and Wens ley ( 1988) say that potential source of advantage are uperior kill 

learnt and ustainable re ource . Prahalad and Hamel ( 1990) ugge t that firm 

combine their re ources and kill into core competcncic , loo ely defined a that 

which a firm doe di tinctly \\ell in relation to competitor . n organization must 

therefore continuou ly learn and cstabli h ustainablc ompctiti c advantage b 

mbining kill and rc ourcc in unique and enduring way . By c mbining in this 

mann r linn an fo u on colic tivcly learning how to c ordinate all cmplo ccs' 

n in rd r t Ia ilit tc ro'' th ol con.: mp ten ic . 



Below is an examination of various perspectives from which creation and maintenance 

of competitive advantage has been viewed. They give an indication of areas in which 

learning organizations may be required to perfect their learning in order to maintain 

their competitive advantng . The view include the five forces model of competition 

(Porter, 1980), The R our ~-Bn cd View of the firm (Barney, 1991 ), and Knowledge

Based View (llo~.;l,iss m, 1999). 

2.2.1 Purtl·rs Fh ' Force· Model 

P~Ht ·r ( 19/0) ~mpl ·cd concepts of industrial organization (lO) economics, market 

power and pr !itability as well as a large member of case studies to build a framework 

for e. plaining indi idual firm performance. For the last twenty years Porters "Five 

force ·· model has dominated the application of SWOT framework. The "Five forces" 

model ubstituted a structured, competitive economic environment in which the ability 

to bargain effectively in the face of competitors, customers and suppliers was 

considered paramount. According to Porter (1980) the five forces that impinge on a 

firm's ability to earn profits in an industry and therefore determine the attractiveness of 

participating in that industry, are:-

• the bargaining power of customers 

• the bargaining power of suppliers 

• the threat of substitute products, and 

• the strength and nature of traditional rivalry among firms in the industry 

• the threat of new entrants 

Porter's five forces model assumes that firms are structured in a manner that could 

enable them to dictate terms to suppliers and customers and create barriers to new 

entrants. trategy was therefore a matter of choosing an appropriate indu try and 

po itioning the firm in that indu try according to a genetic trategy of either low c tor 

product differentiation. Porter' theory a umed firm m an industr tructured 

them cl e to enable collu ion and monopol profit to b earned b firm in nn 

indu try. 'I he as umption \\aS that profit ' ere made depending n the o crall pattern 

r lation hip among firm in the industry and not the firms thcmscl cs. If an 

indu try' 

th n II firm \ ulc.J 

ulticicnt harricr and othcr impcdimcnts to ompctition 

profit . 



The description above is referred to as the Industrial Organization (10) paradigm and 

was developed to address the issue of competitive advantage and company 

performance (Bain, 1968: Porter, 1980). This paradigm, unlike the views developed 

later, states that a firm' perf~ rmancc in the market place depends on the industry 

environment in "hi h it pcrntes. According to Porter (1981) the IO model is 

formulated on the basis that industry tructure determines the behaviour or conduct of 

linns whost: jt1int 'tm \u ·t them determines the collective performance of the firms in 

the mark. ·t plu · · I ain 1968). The diagram below shows the relationship described 

above. 

Figure 1: l11du ·trial Organization Paradigm 

Performance Industry Structure Conduct (Strategy) 

Source: The Contributions of Industrial Organization to Strategic Management 

(Porter, 1981) 

In the 10 model, performance refers to a locative efficiency (profitability), technical 

efficiency (cost minimization) and innovativeness; conduct refers to the economic 

dimensions of a firms strategy or the firms choice of key decision variables; while 

industry structure was defined as the relative economic and technical dimensions of an 

industry in which competition occurs. 

Porter's ideas and the 10 model regarded as the external view of competitive advantage 

came under criticism for addressing the profitability of industries rather than individual 

firm and therefore did not help particular firms identify and leverage unique and 

u tainable advantage (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991 ). lt' underlying economic 

theory a sume that the characteri tic of a particular firm do not matter in theca e f 

profitability ( onner, 1991) and that e en from imple ob er ation firm differed in the 

arne indu try de pile imilar threat and opp rtunitie (Rumclt ct al, 1994). 

2.2.2 Th Rc urcc-Ba d ic\\ 

in c th early 1980 then! has been a diversion tO\ ·ards considering internal rcsour cs 

P• bi liti ur ol compctitivc.:ne Burne 199 I). '1 his 'it:\\ is 

r rr d t th r ur - b vic\\ RB ) ol th linn l r the inh.:rnal vkw )I 



competitive advantage. Wernerfelt (1984) and Barney (1991) developed the resource

based theory around the internal competencies of firms and turned the interest of 

strategic management toward the inside of the firm. According to RBV Competitive 

advantage is rooted in a firm ' a ets that are valuable and inimitable. The new 

perspective e ·pcctcd tirm. t mpt.:tc ba cd on their unique or distinctive capabilities, 

compctcncico.; and n:sour' 'apabilitics rather than on the products and services derived 

from thoo.;~.: ca1 abilitil.'s lloskiss n ct al, 1999). The RBV theories were referred to by 

llosl-.isson ct 11. I<<< as swinging of the strategic management pendulum back to 

sturlin • point th\.: ric fAn off ( 1965), Chandler (1962) and Penrose (1959). This is 

because Rl3 the rie , like the earlier theories gave importance to internal theories and 

capabilitie f the firm. A firms capabilities or competencies and management ability 

to mar hall the resources and their deployment patterns to produce superior 

performance determine competitive advantage (Grant, 1991 ). 

RBV builds on but does not replace the external perspective (Collins and Montgomery, 

1995). Barney (1991) also noted that by nurturing a firm's resources and internal 

competencies and applying them to an appropriate external environment, a firm can 

develop a viable strategy. It is important for a firm to utilize its resources to exploit 

opportunities and hedge against threats in its environment for it to remain competitive. 

A firm's resources and capabilities which are more controllable can be seen as a 

platform from which the firm derives various products for various markets. Products 

and markets may change from time to time but the firm's capabilities are more 

enduring. Therefore, creating strategy based on unique resources and capabilitie 

provides a more long-term view of strategy, which is more u tainable in the 

competitive, dynamic and uncertain environment in which firms operate. ompetitive 

advantage ba ed on re ource and capabilitie i therefore more u tainable than that 

ba ed on product and market po itioning. 

In th \990 the RBV became more pccificall focu ed on intcllc tual resources uch 

rnin capabiliti 
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In 2002 McEvily and Charkravathy carried out a study to verify the resource-based 

claims that intrinsic characteristics prevent imitation and thereby prolong exceptional 

performance. They concluded that if a firm was able to continuously and quickly learn, 

adapt and provide unique requirement of stakeholders in a manner that could not be 

immediately imitat d tlu.: n th ' ould out perform competitors. Complexity and 

tacitness of t ' hn I gi ·nl k.nowlcdgc arc useful for a firm ' s major product 

improv~.:m ·nt that ·an l k.~pt away from imitation or can delay imitation. 

2.2.3 Knm' I ·d c-Ba:cd View 

Th t.: Kn \\ lt.:d 'C-Based View (KBV) is an extension of the resource- based view. It 

adnmct.: the critical role of internal resources and focuses on differentiated knowledge 

in entorie as a basis for competitive advantage (Hoskisson, 1999). Writers on the 

knowledge-based view all considered knowledge as a strategic resource and the 

gathering of knowledge as building of strategic capability (Conner, 1991 ; Grant, 1996; 

Kogut and Zander, 1993; Leonard-Barton, 1992; Liebaskind, 1996; Spender and Grant, 

1996; Teece et al , 1997 and Winter, 1987). It is important to note, however, that while 

unique knowledge is necessary, it is not a sufficient condition for the existence of 

firms . 

Grant (1991) states that a firm ' s knowledge about routines and processes that define 

the di stinctive way of doing things inside the organization and the knowledge of 

customer needs and suppliers strengths among many others is critical to competitive 

advantage and superior performance. A widely shared view in the strategic 

management literature is that performance differences between organizations are a 

resu lt of their di ffe rent stocks of knowledge and their diffe ring capabilitic m 

developing and deploying knowledge. 

1 he knowledge-ba ed view is till in it infancy ( hoo and Bonti , 2002). The KBV i 

ilent about organization a y tem that integrate th u e f all kind of ph sical, 

fin. n ial and human re. ource and along \ ith literature on kno\ lcdg~.: management 

mpha iz~.: the or •anization a a it for dcvcl pmcnt, u of knO\\lcdgc and other 

int tin th 
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learning is a continuous process. Organizations must recognize that it is impossible to 

gather once the knowledge that is required and acquiring knowledge through 

experience takes time ( anchez, 1995). Firms are limited in how much they can 

accelerate their learning. The nrc recognizing that the long learning lead time 

necess itates bench mnrk.ing, trntcgi alliances and other forms of external ventures as 

potentially quick 'r means t r gaining acccs to the full range of knowledge resources 

that an: nccdcd "ithin th ir businesses ( hoo and Bontis, 2002). 

2.3 Til K REL TIO HIP BETWEEN PORTERS FIVE FORCES, RBV 

D B A D EMPIRICAL TEST CARRIED OUT 

heehan and Foss carried out a study in year 2007 that extends Priem and Butler's 

(200 1) critique of the RBV literature in light of Porter' s activity based framework. 

Priem and Butler (2001) argued that the RBV lacked prescriptive dimension and does 

not address value creation. The study by Sheehan and Foss aimed to argue that a 

Porterian activity analysis with a focus on activity drivers could remedy. The study 

found that although resource based logic had been gainfully applied in many fields 

other than strategy, because it lacks the concept of activities, the paper argues that it 

has not reached its full potential in the field of strategy. It is suggested that formally 

including the concept of activities and activity drivers addresses the prescriptive 

shortcomings of the RBV. It was also suggested that the findin gs implied that Porters 

activity drivers are " levers" that managers could manipulate to improve firm value 

creation in two ways. Firstly, using the activity drivers to improve efficiency and 

effectiveness of individual activities and secondly the fit at the level of the firm s 

activity set could be improved. This study was one of the fir t attempts to addre s 

pre criptive hortcomings of the RBV u ing Porterian activity len . 

Danny Mi1lcr carried studied a number of firm and ho'> ed hO\ ome of them ' ere 

able to build not o much on re ource and capabilities as on a ymmetries. he e are 

l)pi ally skills. pr e se or as ct that a firm 's competitor do not and cnnn t cop at 

a c t that at lord cconomi rent . he) arc rare. hard or impo iblc to imitate and urc 

n n- ub titutnblc. By di covering and re onccptuulizing the e as ·mm tries. 

m d lin' th m within c mpl me mary organiz tiona! de i •n ·md h.:\ c ,\ •in • them 



across appropriate market opportunities, many firms were able to turn asymmetries 

into sustainable capabilities. 

llood and Young ( 1979) c nt nd that Porters five forces that may give a nation 

competitive ad van tag (P rt r, 1990 and 1991) and supporting resources available to 

indu. tries, including g \l!rnmcnt policy and chance combine to influence superior 

financial perltH·nhln · · t r linn in a country. Resource-based view may also inform 

issues rdutin • ttl int ·rnational marketing strategy. According to Hood and Young 

(I 979). th · SUJI.!riorit of Japanese firms in product miniaturization is related to the 

pressure· in ph ical pace in Japan and the development of resource configurations 

that pr duccd dramatic positive impact on international competition for example in 

fhe nited tates of America. 

A seen in the foregoing RBV is seen as complimentary to Porter's five forces model. 

RBV provides an important supplementary perspective to Porters five forces as it 

brings in the question of whether or not firms have the capacity for international 

expansion and whether unique country specific resources will enable them to attain 

competitive advantages abroad. Both the RBV and Porters five forces have been 

accused for presenting a very static view of what is essentially a dynamic process 

(Dickson, 1996). The world is dynamic and resources that contribute to a superior 

position may not remain unique or sufficient to maintain a superior position. Porter's 

five forces model also needs to recognize the dynamism in the environment in which 

firms operate. Heterogeneity in supply and demand is a virtuous cycle with no clear 

beginning or end as firms respond to changing demand by experimenting with new 

ways of erving customers (Dickson, 1992). The knowledge-ba ed view (KBV) in 

trategy have largely extended resource-based rea oning by sugge ting that knowledge 

i the primary resource underlying new value creation, heterogeneity and competitive 

advantage (Barney, 199\; rant, \996; Kogut and lander, \993). Firms must eek to 

ontinuously learn and acquire knO\ ledge which i are our e that' ill fa ilttatc aluc 

creation if the would like to acquire and maintain a c mpetiti e p sition in the 

dynamic en ironment in which they op r te ('I c e ct a\, \997) . pcning up the 

kn ' lc I nd apabilitics f individual im ol cd pro idt.: a tart in' point ll r 
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and promotes understanding of the external environment in which Porters Five Forces 

are considered. The discussion above shows that KBV is also complimentary to the 

RBV and Porters five force Model. 

While it is pos ible t di. tinguL h a hierarchy of resources, capabilities are the most 

potent sources of com1 diti c ad anlage ( ollins, 1994). However any capability is 

likely to be sup 'N~tk ll hi 1hcr level capability required as circumstances change and 

this culls l~)r · mtinu us learning and knowledge gathering both at individual and at 

organi zati ~m level t maintain superior capability (Dickson, 1992). 

To date the bulk of the contributions in the area of Porters five forces model , RBV and 

KB ha e been of a conceptual nature. Recently studies have been done with a view to 

extend these theories beyond the boundaries of the firm (Maijoor and Van 

Witteloostuijn, 1996), with others focusing on specific resources such as Research and 

Development (Helfat, 1994). However these studies have been diffuse in their 

hypothesis, methodologies and findings . Core propositions relating resources and 

management choices and competitive advantage are yet to be validated. A number of 

factors such as unobservable variables and capabilities have tended to be tacit and to 

have causal ambiguity (Helfat, 1994). Given this empirical difficulty Collis, 1994 

proposes the need to seek to understand those resources that are difficult to measure by 

adopting approaches and methodologies that may help fill the empirical void in RBV 

and KBV (Biggadike,2005). It would also be useful to carry out studies to establi h 

which of the three theories explains greatest variance and what other factors are useful 

in determining a firm ' s competitivene s. 

2.4 TRA TEGIC CHA GE 

hange in the environment moti ate ignificant organizational change. trategic 

change take place where organization rc pond to xtcrnal hange and adapt to nc\ 

m ironrm:ntal rea lities. According! . the stratcg an organitation uses is an indication 

h w an or 'anization relate to it environment and is therefore a key on idcration 

in und tanding rganizati nal han c. l.carnin i a key omp mcnt in fa ilitatin' 

trat h n e ' hi h L kc ' part of organiz tiona!. dapt tion. 'I his a pcd is riti a\ 

in lh d}n mi nvir nm nt in \\hi h md k tl rcmain 



competent (Senge, 1990). The rational and the cultural schools of thought have 

emerged to explain the occurrence of changes. The rational school proposed that when 

environmental changes occur trategists recognize available options, evaluate them and 

take decisions, which rna require learning to adapt. 

The cultural sch) I a h, n s the view that strategic change occurs as a result of 

changes in thl: ltmnula that manager use to construe or understand their environment 

((iarvin. _()()0 . Fm ir nmental change does not necessarily lead to strategic change. 

Ch 111gc is drh ·n b v hat managers perceive to be beneficial realignment and cannot 

occur unk · · manager have a change of mindset and begin to see this beneficial 

realignment. 

ince the role of humans as individuals and as a group in learning organizations is 

central in taking decisions or taking actions to adapt to positive change it is also 

important that a strategy to manage the role of human resources in learning and 

adapting to change be in place (Hunger and Wheelen, 2002). 

In 2002 Professor Ewan Ferlie carried out a research with the aim of establishing 

organizational factors that support strategic learning and change. He carried out a 

qualitative study designed to investigate learning and change processes in 

organizational systems. Two 'intervention' Primary Care Groups were supported in the 

development and use of participatory action research (PAR) methods designed to 

stimulate change and learning in complex systems. The study combined participative 

action strategies with structured comparative study and obtained urvey data. The 

findings were that factors which facilitate learning and changes in organizations 

include reliable structures and an enabling vision that give people confidence about 

direction, external facilitators which are useful in a much a they help leader to think 

clearly. eize opportunitie and adapt previou I ucce ful model to the local context. 

'I he tudy al o found that lm morale wa brought about by an over!) fa t pace of 

hangc. insufTtcicnt c. ·pericnce and organizational infrastructure as' ell a the 

hnllcn •cs. nd factors uch as financial deficits. 'The finding were used t drm 

ncr liz.cd c n lusions )Ct only primary car groups \\ere us d in the stud ·. 



CHAPTER THREE 

DISCIPLINES IN BUILDING LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS 

3.1 CORE DI IPLIN IN BUILDING TilE LEARNING 

ORG IZ TIO 

Peter S ·n •c's ttl t 1 o k "The Fifth Discipline" popularized the concept of the 

h:mning tll •,111iz tti n. Peter engc's vision of a learning organization as a group of 

pt:t)pl · wht) ,tr c ntinually enhancing their capabilities to create what they want has 

bt:l!n d • •pi) innuential. He came up with five disciplines he sees as central to learning. 

ccording to Peter Senge the dimension that distinguishes learning organizations from 

more traditional organizations is the mastery of certain basic disciplines or component 

technologies. He says there are five core disciplines in building the learning 

organization. These include:-

• Personal mastery 

• Mental models 

• Team learning 

• Shared vision 

• Systems thinking 

Kerka (1995) commented that the five disciplines that Peter enge identified are the 

keys to achieving the characteristics that appear in some form in the more popular 

conception of a learning organization. Like enge other organizational development 

practitioner such as Chris Argyris, Juanita Brown, and harles llandy have in 

common a belief in the ability of people and organization to change and become more 

cffecti e. and that change require open communication and empo-v crment of 

communit member a " ell a a culture of collaboration. 

3.1.1 Per onal Ma t ry 

ma t ry pplic to indi\ idual learn in • and cngc a • that organizations 

rn until th ir m m rs 1 in t) learn. 1\: onal m, tcry ha l\\l omp )m.:nts. 

in t nc mu t 

h tru m ur 
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the goal or what one is trying to achieve is further away in distance than the three to 

five years required to achieve long-term goals. Tt is the vision one has that requires 

lifelong learning and continually trying to improve. Senge refers to the process of 

continual improvement a generative learning. The gap that exists between where one 

is currently funct ioning nn i \ her nc wants to be is referred to as ' creative tension ' 

Creati vity rc. ults "h ·n t n is so dis ati slied with the current situation that one is 

driven to chan ' · it (.' n • ', 1990). 

m)th ·r ,, ·p ·ct f per onal mastery is that one has a clear concept of current reality 

wi th ut liai e or mi ·conception. An accurate view of reality wi ll enable one to see 

con "traint that are present. The creative individual knows that life involves working 

\\ithin con traints and will not waver in trying to achieve the vision. Creativity may 

invol e using the constraints to one's advantage. Handy has a simi lar concept in his 

' Wheel of Learning' . The metaphor of the wheel makes one think of something 

moving. What keeps the wheel moving is:-

Subsidiarity: Giving away power to those closest to the action 

Clubs are congresses: Places and opportunities for meeting and talking 

Horizontal career: Tracks that rotate people through a variety of different jobs in the 

new, flattered organization 

Self-enlightenment: Individual responsibility for his own learning 

Incidental Learning: Treat every incident as a case study from which learning can 

occur 

The driver of the wheel should be the leader of the organization who sets the example 

for others to fo llow (Handy, 1995). 

Individuals who practice personal mastery experience other change in their th inking. 

They learn to use both rea on and intuition to create. They become y tems thinker 

who see the interconncctedne s of everything around them and, a a re ult, they feel 

mon.: connected to the' hole. It i c. ·actly thi type of individual that ne need at 

cv ry level of an organization for the organization to learn ( enge, 1990 . While 

traditi nat manager think they have to ha c all the answers, their j b is help 

unl h the rcativc cncr •y in each indi\:iduul. )r •unizati n karn thr ugh the 

th individual learner ( en •c. "I he reader s 'cw Work ·. 19 0) 



3.1.2 Mental Models 

Much of the work involving mental models comes from Chris Argyris and his 

colleagues at Harvard Uni\ r ity. A mental model is one's way of looking at the 

world. It i a fram " rk. forth' ognitivc processes of our mind. It is a framework for 

the cognitive pr csscs l f t ur mind and o determines how we think and act. There 

arc various m ·ntal m I I .. \!ngc, I 994 de cribes one example of a mental model as a 

situation whL'I • "inn in' means the act of bringing down ones partners. Most people 

stnr•gl' ,, ' 'lint their partner to win. Argyris contends that these people have a flawed 

rm:ntul m del. n alternative mental model would present a framework where both 

partner · c uld \ in. If they stop resisting each other they can work together, the end 

re-ult being that they can both win and they can win many more times than if they 

\\ere working against each other (Senge, I 994). Argyris says that everyone has 

theories of action "which are a set of rules that we use for our own behaviors as well as 

to understand the behaviors of others, However, people do not usually follow their 

stated action theories but rather behave in a way that can be called their 'theory-in

use'(Argyris, 1992), which is usually:-

• 

• 

• 

to remain in unilateral control, 

to maximize wining and minimize losing, 

to suppress negative feelings, and by which people mean defining clear objectives 

and evaluating their behavior in terms of whether or not they have achieved them. 

People act in this manner to avoid embarrassment or threat. According to Argyris mo t 

people practice defensive reasoning and because people make up organizations, those 

organization al o do the arne. Therefore, at the time the organization i avoiding 

cmbarra ment or threat, it is a\ o avoiding learning, yet learning only come from 

seeing the world the way it i (Argyri , 1992). Argyri believe. we arrive at our action 

through what he call the 'ladder inference'; fir t, one ob er e omething, [I r e. ·ample 

a b haviour, a con er ·at ion, an e ent and that becomes the bott m rung of a ladder. 

nc then applies his or h r own theories t the obser ati n. and that results in then . t 

run ' n the ladder. ub cquent rungs on the \add r arc assumptions we make, 

li I~ \\C m to h \e about the world , and tinully the action 

tak . limb \II the I \dd r "c n: b om in • more \hstm t in )llf 

th u ht . nt I m I m y p pi in thi pr ol 



abstraction and they may end up with inappropriate actions, the entire process then 
becomes a loop. We generalize our beliefs and assumptions to the next situation and 
encounter and use them to filter the data we are willing to consider. Hence every time 
we start up the ladder [i r a n ' ituation, we are handicapped from the beginning 
(Argyris, 1992; eng , \994) . Argyris believes that people can be taught to see the 
flaws in their mental tnl t Is. One way to do this is to practice seeing the situation as it 
is even if bad ant Ill t h in' afraid to see the truth and rather than waiting to see what 
happen". I · 1rnin' fi·om it and taking the right 

d i..,u..,tr )lJS ituati n . 

action on time to move from the 

rg_ ri · (1992) maintains that true learning occurs when issues are seen in their correct 
per pective. As a culture we have to learn to say what we think and to take criticisms 
without being on the defensive. People and organizations learn by recognizing 
mistakes and correcting them. No progress can be made if we pretend that mistakes 
never happened. An organization needs 'actionable knowledge'. This is Argyris 
phrase for a new set of mental models, which would be validated through research and 
would then be a series of if-then statements that would say something like " ...... if you 
act in such and such a way, the following will likely occur ............. ". These models 
are also referred to as system archetypes. 

3.1.3 Team Learning 

A team refers to "People doing something together" (Robbins and Finley, 1995). Team 
learning i viewed as 'the process aligning and developing the capacities of a team to 
create the results its members truly desire ( enge, 1990). It builds on personal rna tery 
and hared vision but these are not enough. People need to be able to act together. 
When teams learn together, Peter enge ugge t , not only can there be good re ult 
for the organization; member ' ill grO\ more rapidly than could ha e o curred 

thcrwi c. 

The di iplinc of team st \rt with dialogue'. the capacit · of members of a team to 
u P nd umpti n und nt r into a •cnuinc 'thinking to •cth r' . I o the ,r~cks dia-

\\ in I m an in throu h a •roup allow in ' th~ •r )Up t di c w~r 
in i ht n t tt in bl indivi u lly. It I o involve: I arnin h m t l r ni c the 



patterns of interaction in terms that undermine learning (Senge, 1990). When dialogue 

is joined with systems thinking, Senge argues, there is the possibility of creating a 

language more suited for dealing ' ith complexity and of focusing on deep-seated 

structural issues and force rather than being diverted by questions of personality and 

leadership style. 

A fundarncntal b~-.·lid' in or •ani1ution development is that work teams are the building 

blocks of {)f" 'tllliz,lti{'ll . r\ s~:c nd fundamental belief is that teams must manage their 

terns and relationships if they are to be effective. Theory, 

rc~~:arch and practice attest to the central role teams play in organizational success. 

ream · and teamwork are part of the foundation of organizational development (French 

and Bell, 1995). Team building is one type of process intervention Teams and work 

group are considered to be the "fundamental units of organizations" and the key 

leverage points for improving the functioning of the organization (French and Bell, 

1995). 

Characteristics of Successful Teams 

Larson and LaFasto ( 1989) looked at high performance groups as a championship 

football team and a heart transplant team and found eight characteristics that are 

always present. These are:-

I. a clear, elevating goal, 

2. a result driven structure, 

3. competent team members, 

4. unified commitment, 

5. a collaborative climate 
' 

6. standard of excellence, 

7. e. ternal upport and recognition, 

8. principled leader hip (Lar on and LaFa to, 1989; French and Bell, 1995). 

Lippit 1982 maintain that for a group to b~;come a high performance team it has t 

P rat on four level · organizational c p tations, group ta ks, group maintcnanc~..:, 

nd indi idual nc d ~. taintcnancc lcvd activities include cncouru •ing by shm in • 
rc rd :pi rin • •r up li.:din •, mpnmi in • ,md, dmittin • 



error, gate keeping to facilitate the participation of others and setting standards for 

evaluating group functioning and production (Lippit, 1982) 

Lippit defines teamwork a th wa a group i able to solve its problems. Teamwork 

is demonstrated in gr ups b) : 

(a) the groups nbilit) t ·. am in· its processes to constantly improve itself as a 

team . 'I his is har·1 ' tl.!ri ~:cd by group interaction, interpersonal relations, 

•roup •ual ,md ommunication. 

(b) the r ·qu ir ·mcnt for trust and openness in communication and relationships. 

Thi · i ·characterized by a high tolerance for differing opinions and 

per ·onalitie (Lippit, 1982). 

Team Building and Team Learning 

Peter Senge considers the team to be a key learning unit in the organization. The 

learning organization is a recent concept in organizational development. According to 

Senge, the definition of team learning is" ......... the process of aligning and 

developing the capacity of a team to create the results its members truly desire. It 

builds on the discipline of developing shared vision. It also builds on personal 

mastery, for talented teams are made up of talented individuals (Senge, 1990). 

Dialogue is the first among the components of team learning that Senge describes. He 

draws from conversation with David Bohm, a physicist, and identifies the following 

three conditions that are necessary for dialogue to occur. 

(a) all participant mu t "su pend their assumptions;" 

(b) all participants mu t "regard one another a colleague ;"and 

(c) there mu t be a facilitator (at lea t until team de elop the e kill )" 

who holds the contact of the dialogue". 

B hm a rt that "hierarchy is antithetical to dial gue and it is dinicul t to c cape 

hi r r hy in organization".( ' engc 1990). uspcnding all assumption is al dtfli ult, 

ut n ary t n: h. pc thinking a ut r .lity. 
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In the 1980s Motorola University's (MU) Jeff Oberlin, Director of Emerging Trends, 

studied how they could change from traditional classroom methods of instructions and 

find creative ways to help their ne\ a sociates world-wide to become productive 

members of a team, con istentl shar messages about how they should do business, 

the core values of Mot r In • nd th ' t ols and techniques that should be used. He 

examined MU's mcth I )f'ipr nding information, delivering training and determining 

new and bt..:ttcr '' ·1) s t f 1 r vidin • Motorola worldwide with the knowledge and skills 

rcquirt..:d to IIH.:cllh '" ·r- ·han •ing demand of the industry. 

lkforc a team can lc.:arn it must become a team; B. W Tuckman (2003), a psychologist, 

identified f ur tage that teams had to go through to be successful. They are: 

I. F rming: V hen a group is just learning to deal with one another; a time 

when minimal work is accomplished. 

2. torming: A time of stressful negotiation of the terms under which the team 

will work together; a trial by fire. 

3. orming: A time in which roles are accepted, team feeling develops and 

information is freely shared. 

4. Performing: When optimal levels are finally realized - 111 productivity, 

quality, decision making, allocation of resources, and interpersonal 

interdependence. 

According to Tuckman, no team goes straight from forming to performing. " truggle 

and adaptation are critical, difficult, but very necessary parts of team development" 

(Robbins and Finley, 1995). Senge's characterization of dealing with conflict draws on 

hri rgyris, who write about how even professionals avoid learning u ing 

entrenched habits to protect themselves from the embarra ment and threat that come 

"ith e. po ing their thinking. The act of encouraging more open di cu ion i een a 

intimidating, and they feel vulnerable (Argyri , 1992). The mi ing link~ r enge ic; 

P ti c. 'l cam learning is a kill that can e learned. Practice i gained thr ugh 

di I gue e ion I arning laboratorie and micro w rid ( cngc, \990). 

Ju nit Brm\ n. r •aniz, tiona! dcv lopm nt .. tratc •i t,' I okin' hack on groups with 

hi h h h \\ r · d r unt th e. p rien c "h rc tc m buildin turnc I into 



team learning. She draws inspiration from community development movement and 

from the stud of voluntary organizations. Roots ofthis are found in the work of 

M. Scott Peck, 1990. 

The executive director f , , n ·ran isco Foundation, a founder of worthy causes 

throughout the bay an~ a "ant· i to shi 11 the role of the Distribution Committee from 

administrative d dsion It JX li • making, involve the community in a dialogue on 

project. dir~:l:li~lns ,11\ll th •n 1 ubli hcd explicit grant guiding in a newsletter. He hired 

.luanitn Brlm n a a I ng-rangc planning consultant and he conducted a systems 

d mtmic · training ·c sion led by Peter Senge in I 986. Six commitments to community 

intut ·~: ""i n · "ere held to open the foundation to new ideas. It was heard that the 

foundation did not belong to the distribution committee or to the staff; it belonged to 

the community and community members wanted "damn good care" taken of it. They 

came to think of the foundation as a kind of community development bank. They 

learned that every meeting agenda is subjected to change; that they had too much 

tructure and that people can learn from each other (Sibbert and Brown, 1986). 

Brown expressed her belief in the importance of dialogue as follows: "Strategic 

dialogue is built on the operating principle that the stakeholders in any system already 

have within them the wisdom and creativity to confront even the most difficult 

challenges. The community of inquiry can extend beyond employees to include unions, 

customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders, becoming a dynamic and reinforcing 

process \ hich helps create and strengthen the community of commitment which Fred 

Kofman and Peter enge emphasize lie at the heart of learning organizations capable of 

leading the way toward a sustainable future" (Bennett and Brown, 1995). 

E\·aluation 

While much anecdotal e idence e. i t • there remain lack of a clear under tanding of 

h w to n:ally de cribe and mea ure team learning. A enge stated: .. ntil \\e can 

de ribe th phcnomen n better. team learning\ ill remain m sterious. ntil \\ • ha c 

me th \ hat happen when ll:am learn (a opposed t indi iduals in teams 

ui h •roup intclligcn c from •roup think' \\hen 

ur )r nlormit •. Until thcr urc reliable 



methods for building teams that can learn together, its occurrence will remain a 
product of happenstance" (Senge, 1990). 

What is often measured i pr du ti it r, be au e high or low productivity has a direct 
effect on wages, the co t of pr iu ts, the on umption of resources to produce goods, 
the quality of work life and the survival and correctiveness of industries and of 
individual firms. lllm~\ct', th 's studies only evaluate productivity at the individual 
level (Pritchard. 00 . ;( dman ct at uggest that " if we want to understand how to 
tksign more produ ·tin; 'r up , we need to move to finer-grains models that link group 
dcsign and pr ductivity changes". 

3.1.4 bared Vi ion 

hared vision begins with the individual vision in something that one person holds as 
a truth. Shared vision of an organization must be built of the individual vision of its 
members (Senge, 1990). What this means for the leader in the learning organization is 
that the organizational vision must not be created by the leader; rather, the vision must 
be created through interaction with the individuals in the organization. Only by 
compromising between the individual visions and the development of these visions in a 
common direction can the shared vision be created. The leader's role in creating a 
shared vision is to share his/ her own vision with the employees. This should not be 
done to force that vision on others but to encourage others to share their vision too. 
Based on these visions, the organization's vision should evolve (Senge, 1990). 

According to WordNet, a vision is a vivid mental image. In this context vivid means 
graphic and lifelike. The vision is often a goal that the individuals want to reach. In 
Y terns thinking that goal is mo t often a long-term goal, omething that can be a 

leading star for the individual ( enge, 1990). An organization cannot change overnight 
fr m ha ing a i ion that i communicated from the top to an organization " here the 
vi i n valves from the i ion of all the people in the organization. An organization 
' ·ill h vc to go through major chang for this to happen. In de eloping a 
I rnin or anizati n the , me tool as before would be used but on u mu h brl der 

mu t that ea h individu. I share the rl: t or the organizati ns 
in ivi ual wh th vi i n m i ht not l:Ontributc • much to 

th t 
m\ rs '' 



the organization must enroll in the vision. Through enrollment the members of the 
organization choose to participate. 

When an organization ha a harcd i. i n, the driving force for change comes from 
what Senge call "creative t 'nsi n." rcativc ten ion is the difference between the 
shared vision and thl! ·urr..:nt r'alit . With truly committed members the creative 
tension will drive th )f •ani7.ati( n tov ards its goals. 

3.1.5 S)'St~ms Thinkin~ 

"System· thinking·· i an original and powerful paradigm that was injected by Peter 
enge in hi book "The Fifth discipline," (1990) which brought him firmly into the 

limelight and popularized the concept of the learning organization. Systems thinking is 
a paradigm premised on the whole. According to Senge (1990), formerly used problem 
olving methods involved breaking a problem into components, studying each part in 

isolation and then drawing conclusions about the whole. This sort of linear and 
mechanistic thinking is becoming increasingly ineffective to address modern problems 
(Kofman and Senge, 1995). This is because today most important issues are 
interrelated in ways that defy linear causation. Also, circular causation where a variable 
is both the cause and effect of another has become the norm rather than the exception . 
Thus non-linear and organic thinking commonly referred to as systems thinking must 
be given way as it acknowledges the primacy of the whole. 

The defining characteristic of a system is that it cannot be under tood as a function of 
it i alated components. First, the behavior of the ystem i that it cannot be 
under toad a a function of it i alated components. The behavior of the y tern doe 
not depend on what each part i doing but on how each part i interacting v ith the re t. 

nd. to under tand a ystem ' e need to under tand hov it fit into the larger · tcm 
"hi h it i part. Third and mo t important \\hat ' c call the part need not be taken 
primary. In fact how \\C ddine the part is fundamental\ a matt r f pcr~pcct1 

nd purp n t intrin ic in the nature ot th ' n.:al thin,· we arc I king at (kotimm 
nd ubje t thinkin cccd in an •thin' 

th t th c 111 r ani rt nt to c th 
int 1111 Pr ' n nd i h rd 1 



Cavaleri , (1994) proposes that the dominant forms of systems thinking are hard, soft, 
cybernetic, servo-mechanistic and integrative. lie believes that that the soft fo rm of 
systems thinking is the nece ar ' form for a warn ing organization and yet most 
Western organization. c ndu t th ir businc u ing hard systems thinking such a 
operations research and s~ sll.:ms nnalysi . It i important to see the whole picture 
because • with the ·1lv nt t C s !it ·ms modeling and simulation an organization may 
think they arl' trub ut ili zin 1 systems thinking but may be capturing the detailed 
comple .· ity that r)rm the 'item and leaving the critical simple facts (Wolstenholme 
und Stevenson. 1994). ften detailed complexity may not, for instance, capture the 
dynamic comp\e. it that is at work in complex social systems that largely reflect the 
complexity of the environment in which organizations and the individuals in it fi nd 
them elve . (Kim, 1993). 

enge (1990) identified some learning disabil ities associated with the fa ilure to think 
systemically, namely: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

" I am my position" 

"The enemy is out there" 

"The illusion oftaking charge" 

''The fixation on events" 

"The parable of the boiled frog" 

• '' The delusion of learning from experience" 
Each of these contained a distinct message but they illustrate how traditional thinking 
can undermine learning by following up on one example or ' fi xation on events". 
Fragmentation has forced people to focus on snapshots to distinguish patterns of 
behaviour in order to explain pa t phenomena or predict future behav iour. Hm; ever 
C\' nt do not dictate behaviour but are the product of beha iour ( enge, 1990). What 
cau e behaviour arc the interaction between the element of the y tern . tati tical 
m d I may e:plain the pa t or pr diet the fu ture but rna not . a much ab ut change · 
made in ' y t m until ne\\ data can be colic ted and a nc\ model is on ·truct d. 
B in probl m- olving upon pa t ev~.:n t i at be t a rcacti c effort. llowever, s •skm 
Ill d lin r nt in th t one~.: the bd1 \ iour of a system is understo d to be a 

ot the sy tcm, 
n b rtifi i ll) m ifi d n thr u•h imul ti n.' n b ne \\hcther 



the changes made results in the desired behaviors. Therefore, systems thinking, 
coupled with modeling, constitutes a generative rather than adaptive learning 
instrument. Generating learning cannot be ustained in an organization if people's 
thinking is dominated by hort-term event . If focus is put on events, the best that can 
be done is to predict an c\ ent be for it happen o that we can react optimally. But we 
cannot learn to create ( eng~. 1990). 

Once we embra ·e th id ·a that s stem thinking can improve individual learning by 
inducing people h1 r cus n the whole system and by providing individuals with skills 
and loob to enable them to derive observable patterns of behaviour from the systems 
they see at w rk. the next step is to justify why systems thinking is even more 
important to organizations of people. Here, the discipline of systems thinking is most 
clearly interrelated with other disciplines, especially with mental models, shared 

i ions and team learning. 

Patterns of relationships (or systems) are derived from people's mental models, their 
perceptions about how the relevant parts of a system interact with one another. 
Although in nature different people have different perceptions about what the relevant 
parts of any system are and how they interact with one another, if learning at an 
organization level is to take place individuals in that organization must be willing and 
prepared to reveal their individual mental models, contrast them to one another, 
discuss the differences and come to a unified perception of what that system really is 
( enge, 1990). This alignment of mental models is referred to as shared vision, people 
learn from one another in the process of sharing their different perspectives. lt i 
important to observe that every organization has unique qualitic and unique 
individual that require unique actions even when working together (Day, 1994). AI o 
people learn together by submitting their hared vi ion to te ting. When complex 
d) namics e. i t, a robu t hared vision allo~ s organizational member to examine 
a umption earch for leverage point and tc t different p \icy alt rnati ·y hi 
I vel o learning usually require imulation. which is a much more s ializcd t m 
t hniqu . If. ho\\e cr the problem laced b) the organization arc among ommonl · 

r. d P• tt rn , \\hi h have h en prcviou ly tudicd. urchct pal lutions may be 
il I t I ' •ith th m K fm n n 



3.2 ACHIEVING THE PRINCIPLES OF A LEARNING ORGANIZATION 

lt is important to start by creating a tim line to initiate the types of changes that are 
necessary to achieve the principl of a learning organization. A number of stages may 
then be used. The fir t tag i t mmunications system to facilitate the 
exchange of informati n, the b. sis on v hich any learning organization is built 
(Gephart, \996).lh~.: u ·~.: ft ·hnolog ha and will continue to alter the workplace by 
enabling inl'onmltil)l\ tl 11(" fr ·d and to "provide universal access to business and 
stmt~ ·i~ inf\mn Ilion"( , 'I hart, 1996). It is also important in clarifying the more 
compk\. ~ 11~ •pt · int m re precise language that is understandable across 
th:partment (Kaplan, 1996). 

The econd tage is to organize a 'readiness questionnaire', that is, a tool that assesses 
the distance bet\ een where an organization is and where it would like to be, in terms 
of the folio\ ing seven dimensions. "Providing continuous learning, providing strategic 
leadership, promoting inquiry and dialogue, encouraging collaboration and team 
learning, creating embedded structures for capturing and sharing learning, empowering 
people toward a shared vision, and making systems connections" (Gephart, 1996). This 
is administered to all employees or a sample of them, and will develop an assessment 
profile, used to design the learning organization initiative (Gephart, 1996).The third 
stage is to commit to developing, maintaining, and facilitating an atmosphere that 
garners learning. Fourth is to create a vision of the organization and write a mission 
statement, with the help of all employees (Gephart, 1996). Fifth is to use training and 
awareness programs, to expand employees' behaviors to develop skills and attitudes 
needed to reach the goals ofthe mission tatement including the ability to work well 
with other , become more verbal, and network with people aero all department 
within the organization (Navran, 1993). ixth i to "communicate a change in the 
company' culture by integrating human and technical tern " ( ephart, 1996). 

The cventh tage i to initiate the ne\ practic by empha izing team learning and 
ntrihuti n b cau c they wilt be orne more interested in lf-r gulation and 

m nt. nd b more prepared to meet the challenge ofan ever-changing 
phart, 19( 6). 1 h eighth L to allow emplo:ce to que tion key bu incss 

umpti t d v ll p \ ork thle e:pc t·1tion ti. r 
utu 
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organization is a long process and that small setbacks should be expected. It is the 
journey that is the most important thing because it brings everyone together to work as 
one large team. In addition, it has inherent financial benefits by turning the workplace 
into a well-run and intere ting pia to, ork; a place, which truly values its employees. 

In 1989 Apple Japan hired a onsuHant, Arthur D. Little, to study the firm and advise 
them in order to incr~asc its 1 ticil:ncy and presence in the market. He advised them 
that they should r 'I )Siti n the brand, expand the range of distributors, expand the 
rung~ or distributor ·, impr c customer management and introduce the concept of the 
l~urning organizati n to the workplace. As advised, in order to implement learning 
organizati n technique Apple Japan tackled the five disciplines: Team learning, 
·hnred i ion. mental models, personal mastery, and systems thinking. The 
reorganization resulted in marked improvement, with market share growing to 15% in 
t 995 from t %in 1989 and annual sales grew $1.3 billion in 1994 from $ 520,000. 

In 2005 Cynthia C. Pierce carried out a study on the School of Information and Library 
Science a public Library. The study examined the practices of the public library 
system operating as a learning organization. The Library based its practices on the five 
disciplines described by Senge: Personal Mastery, Mental Models, Team Learning, 
Shared Vision and Systems Thinking. Eight managers participated in detailed reviews, 
while 94 employees completed questionnaires designed to elicit information about 
their experiences and perceptions of working in a learning organization. The Library 
had made a strong commitment to staff development and learning was a hallmark of 
the library's operation. These reflected managers' understanding that an organizations 
ability to serve its users and to thrive in an ever-changing environment is ba ed on it 
ability to learn and that learning begins with every individual employee. While 
n:: pondent offered unique perspective on the detail of the Library' functioning 
then.: \\as a general consen u that it wa a ucce fully \ orking a a learning 
org ni7ation. 

Profi r hm~d bin Othman and bdul utalib bin Leman carried out a tud · in 
n h .. t i a learn in • organintion h " learning organizations l~arn und h w to 

I rnin rgnniz ti n. 'I h • tud ' ' • dom: nt Kolcj nivcrsiti '1 cknolo 1i ' lun 
in nn J h . 'I11 bj live t id nti1 • the mp m nt ) that un rpin 
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instrument used was based on the work of Anona Armstrong and Patrick Foley of 
Victoria University, Australia and which identified four facilitating mechanisms: the 
learning environment, identifying learning and development needs, applying learning 
in the workplace (Arm trong and Foley, 2003). The study found that the results 
obtained were comparabl "ith th . tudy conducted by Armstrong and Foley except 
under learning application suitabilit where the Cronbach's alpha was lower than the 
cut-ofT point. From this 1 'rst ctivc it was felt that if that particular scale could be 
improvt:d then it \\t1llld \ pos ·iblc to provide a valuable framework to design and 
nnulyz~: the ',\lm: and structures upporting learning organizations and monitor their progn:ss. 

3.3 LEADER HIP 

The very first thing needed to create a learning organization is effective leadership, not 
ba ed on traditional hierarchy, but a mix of different people from all levels of the 
ystem to lead in different ways (Senge, 1996). The role of the leader in the Learning 

Organization is that of a designer, teacher and steward who can build shared vision and 
challenge prevailing mental models (Senge, 1990). He /she is responsible for building 
organizations where people are continually expanding their future (Watkins and 
Marsick, 1992). Effectively leaders are responsible for learning. 

Learning organizations, therefore, require a new view of leadership ( enge, 1990) that 
centers on subtler and more important tasks. This is unlike the traditional view where 
the leader sets the direction, makes key decisions and energizes the staff from an 
individualistic and non-systematic worldview. The traditional view isba ed on 
assumption of people' powerlessne s, lack of personal vision and inability to rna ter 
the force of change and deficits ( enge, 1990). Literature on learning organization 
that adopt learning culture characterize the leader a a coach, a facilitator and a guide 
l~arnc t and underson, \998). 

hen w vie\\ ce~ the leader a being rc pon ible for taking a tand for building 
I rnin' organization where all p~.:ople c. paml their capabiliti~.:s to Utllh:rstand 

mpl • ity, clarify vi i n. improve harcti mental models anti, rc resp msihle lor 
0 . B rry I >t i nti t p r~ m I b h·\\ ior rcquir til r harcd 



leadership model to succeed as envisioning, organizing, spanning to outside groups and individuals and being social. 

As a designer the leader ha to dcfin the governing ideas such as the purpose, vision and core values by which pc pi' . hould live. Building a shared vision should take place early as it is impcrati\~; for learning. Thi will make it possible to share 
leadership and build on c,l ·h l thcrs strengths to create better products (Covey, 1990). The leader design th I ·arning processes where people in the organization can deal productivdy \\ ith thc critical i ·sues they face and develop their mastery. 

Stewardship im I e a commitment to and responsibility for the share vision of the organization but it does not mean the leader owns it. Leaders have to learn to listen to other people' vision and to change their own where necessary (Senge, 1990). Stephen Covey' , "Seven Habits of Highly Effective Leaders", agrees with Senge' s idea of a leaders stewardship role. The habits suggested that show this support include being proactive, beginning with the end or a desired vision in mind, seeking first to 
understand and then to be understood and synergizing. 

As a teacher the leader's first responsibility is to define reality (DePree, 1990). "Leader as a teacher" is not about "teaching" people how to achieve their vision. It is about fostering learning, for everyone. Such leaders help people throughout the organization develop systemic understanding (Senge, 1990). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CULTURE AND STRUCTURE IN LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS 

4.1 CULTURE 

Learning within orgnni1 lions is ultimat ·I tied to culture (Carley and Hill, 2001). The 

overall culture of n group is t th:n opcrationalizcd as norms (Cooke and Rousseau 
' 

1988); valuus (Posn ·r. ct al.l98 'Reilly ct al, 1991 ; Chatman, 1991) or the types of 

stories told (Martin ct al. 198 undry and Rousseau, 1994) or using vague empathic 

terns de ·cribing the 0\erall ambience (Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Peters and Waterman, 

1982). Each operationalization is an attempt to tangibly represent culture which is 

defined a "A pattern of basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its 

problems of external adaptation and internal integration that has worked well enough 

to be considered valid and therefore to be taught to new members as the correct way to 

perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems" (Schein, 1983). In this sense 
' 

culture is the way in which the group responds to change in external and internal 

environments as well as a framework that guides the way they relate to each other and 

pass on information. Relationships, as they provide the context for communicating 

basic assumptions, play an integral role in culture. 

The idea of embedding knowledge permanently in an organization and further building 

on it has given prominence to what has become known as the learning organization 

(Akella, 2003· Senge, 1990) and organizational learning (Akella, 2003; Argyris and 

chon 1978, 1983; Argyris, 1992; Bierly Ill et al, 2002; enge 1990). The culture of 

learning in organizations gained significance in the 1980s and 1990 a organization 

struggled to adapt to accelerated change and today learning and management of 

kno\ ledge acquired i a key activity in organizations enge 1990, popularized the term 

"learning organization " and thi i con idered a conceptual frame' ork for the 

organization ofthe future 

In I arning organization learning is cmb ddcd a a ulturc md Sen •c , I 90 des ribcs 

th m a pia c \\h rc people ontinuou ly c. pand their c pa it) to rl: tc rc ults they 

truly d lr . ''here nc\\ tnd :p n i\c p tt m fthinkin• r mtur d md \\h r 
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increased use of relevant information learned and sharing of knowledge to create new 

knowledge and develop organizational knowing (Huatari and Livonen, 2003). 

Learning is central to ucccs and maintenance of a competitive posit' ton. 

Organizations that will · cl in ftrtur' nrc those that discover how to tap people's 

commitment and cnpa ·it) It I ·~1rn so that their competence can continually remain 

relevant even when thL' nvin nm 't1t changes. If the learning abilities of employees are 

to be improved. nttllhl'emcnt \ ill need to create suitable conditions to influence the 

individual' · rncntul 1 aradigm , their conceptual framework and their approach towards 

work and pr blem · 1 ing. An organizational culture for expanding organizational 

·trength then becomes an inimitable strength (Allee, 1997; Barney 1991) 

'The who" i an important aspect of learning (Argote, 1999). "Who" one is connected 

to influences the communication and adoption of culture among organizational 

members (Hill, 1999). While relationships provide the mechanism by which culture is 

communicated and adopted, the content of culture is the result of "what" individuals 

know. The content of culture, the pattern of basic assumptions which individuals use 

as a framework to interpret events and subsequently guide behaviors in a desired 

direction motivates the consideration of "the what" in the learning process. 

Knowledge exists within and between individuals, and thus within and between any 

group that contains individuals. As individuals learn they alter the distribution of 

information, that is, the cognitive content, the group's ability to learn and cu lture. In 

essence then, when culture is viewed from a knowledge level perspective, all of the 

other characterizations of culture, norms, values, storie , goals, and ambience are 

artifacts that emerge from the changing pattern of knm: ledge and interaction in the 

organization. Indeed, all social, cultural and individual behaviour emerges out of the 

on-going interaction among intelligent adaptive agent (Padgett, 1997; ·p ·tein and 

. t II, 1997; KaufTman, 1995). 

ulturc a a pattern of kno' lc.:dgc and intt:ra tion i it If a form of distributed 

cogniti 11 llutchin , !991. 199 ) , nd o th.:terminc general b~.:ha\'iour as \\ell us 
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structure and culture of the organization such changes are ubiquitous. However 

continual change does not imply that we cannot predict the behavior of the 

organizational system. If we are to under tand and predict organizational behaviour 

then we will need to under tand "the " ho" ocial relationships - and "the what" _ 

knowledge which re ult in learning. If we arc to understand and predict 

organizational behav ior th t.: n ,,. ' \ ill n ed to understand the socio _ cognitive 

mechanics which bring .1bnut th · observed change in the meta- network linking "the 

who" and "th t.: what" ( 'arl '), 002) . The knowledge level approach considers "the 

who" and "th t: ''hat" in conceptualizing learning at the organizational levels. 

Steps Needed to reate a Culture that Supports a Learning Organization 

To compete in this information-saturated environment we are currently living in, it is 

necessary to try to remain dynamic, competitive, and to continue to look for ways to 

improve the organization. As David Garvin of Harvard University writes, "continuous 

improvement requires a commitment to learning" (Garvin, 1994). Change is the only 

constant we should expect in the workplace, and therefore, we must rid ourselves of 

traditional, hierarchal organizational structures that are often "change-averse," or 

undergo change only as a reaction to external events (Johnson, 1993). Learning 

organizations embrace change and constantly create the reference points to precipitate 

an ever-evolving structure that has a vision of the future built in. According to Richard 

Karash learning organizations are healthier places to work because they: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Garner independent thought 

Increase our ability to manage change 

Improve quality 

Develop a more committed work fo rce 

Give people hope that things can get better 

. tretch perceived limit 

Are in touch , ith a fundamental part of our human it --the need to Jearn, to 

improve our en ironment, and to be active a tors, not passiv recipients 

(Kara h 1995). 

In th 1980 tudy by Jet f l crlin o rota Uni\cr ity . nd Director >I 1-tn r •in, 

r nd m rc cr ati c w I)' t mak • n " Ill r I r du th t 'Ill\ 
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effective learning embedded as a continuous practice. His recommendations included 

the use of CD-ROM, internet applications, wireless data and emerging technologies as 

the the best way of transferring information. lie recommended multimedia training to 

allow training for all Motorolan \\ orld-' ide, reduce training times and costs and 

increase knowledge of the firm . .I ~1r r"ommcndcd the building of a research 

department to continuously to d' \!lop and continuously facilitate learning using 

multimedia. They also r · · lllllll ·nd d th' formation or definite learning policies. 

Following the study t tt r Ia built a quality culture and developed an internal training 

system. It al 'O "l.!t up c rp rate\ ide training plans and training investment policies. 

The firm ha been able to expand its operations in U.S.A, Eastern Europe, South 

America, and sia-Pacific region. Many of the managers, supervisors and employees 

from the various parts of the world have attended diversity training, which they confess 

has helped them towards achieving their full potential. 

In 1989 Yacimentos Petroliferas Fiscates (YPF) faced the challenge of transforming 

itself from an inefficient state-owned bureaucratic center into an efficient private 

company that could attract international investment. Arthur D. Little, who were 

engaged as consultants, studied the firm and advised on reorganizing the firm. They 

also advised the firm to adapt the concept of the learning organization. It was 

recommended that everyone in the firm should learn about and participate in the 

implementation of a measurement system. The firm also redesigned its its 

organizational structure and culture. Working groups were introduced, employee 

became better able to evaluate and review performance and learned about current 

processes seeing what went well. Ideas could then be discussed and perception freely 

aired. Los es of $579 million in 1990 were tran formed into profit or 706 million in 

1993. The number of taff\ a reduced from 52,000 to about 6,000. 

Mexican lndu trial firm experienced difficulty in ocializing the learning process at 

the organizational lc el. coordinating different learning tratcgics and als Ill 

integrating knowledge across organizational boundaric . J. Dutn.:nit then carried out a 

tudy in 2000 n learn in 1 and kno" kdg 111 nagcm nt r usin I on techno to •ical 

p bility • c umuhtion. He on luI d th t th r i n) implc lin ar pro r s I rom the 

rly urnul ti n inn v ti'' p bilit n I rnin I t th m n ' m nt 
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As Gephart and associates point out, "culture is the glue that holds an organization 

together"; a learning organization's culture i based on openness and trust, where 

employees are supported and rewarded for learning and innovating, and one that 

promotes experimentation, ri k taking. and "value the well-being of all employees 

(Gephart, 1996). Overall, to n.:nt • ultur· and environment that will be the 

foundation for a learning or ··mi1ation, p~.:opl' must realize the beginning comes with 

"a shill of mind -- from 'l'l:in 1 nur .... ·I cs as separate from the world to connected to the 

world" (Senge. 1 Q()(l): lhm1 s ··in' ourselves as integral components in the workplace, 

rather than us stptm.ltl! and unimportant. 

4.2 TUR T RE 

Learning within organizations is ultimately tied to structure. A common conception 

of structure is in terms of the linkages among personnel; for example the network, the 

communication network, and advice network, the friendship networks are all part and 

parcel of the structure of the organization. This conception of organizational structure 

is based on recognizing that the individuals in the organization are not independent. 

Social networks, the connections among those individuals, influence individual and 

group behaviour (MC Pherson, 1983) and serve to constrain and facilitate change. 

Thus individual agency emerges from, is constrained by and is enabled by this 

structure. 

Any agent that can reposition itself in this interaction-knowledge space has agency. 

This view of agency draws from the familiar information proces ing approach (March 

and imon, 1958; Simon, 1944; Galbraith, 1973). However it extend that notion by 

incorporating it in a network frame\ ork. Thi pro ide ground for talking about the 

information that the agent have a including not ju 1 the •· .. hat'' but al 0 their 

h k who (the · · · 
perception of who know w 0 ·no\ cognltl so 1al structure _ 

Krackwaadt, 1987) and who kno\ who know what (the transiti e memory 

Wegner. 1987, 1995; Moreland ct al., 1996). tion n.:sult from opportunity, und the 

inter r tat ion among knO\\ ledgl! and apability. n aspect of capability is the 

p. ivenc r a thcnc "ith \\hich the a' nt ~:ck n~o:\\ information. 

Vh m individual int t \ ith d In 

rd r 1 un 

iti ninth 
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important to incorporate a knowledge level approach into our conception of networks 

within organizations (MC Pherson, 1983). 



CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 SUMMARY AND CON L 10 .. 

It is imperative that organitatitHls that v ant to remain competitive in the dynamic 

environment in whh.:h tht.:)' ,, ·r-.11, today shou ld look for ways to continue enhancing 

their capacity to wp · "ith th change. Organizations seek to be learning organizations 

as a way to en ·ur. the.!) c.!nhancc their capability in accordance with the requirements 

placed upon them b) the fa t changes in the conditions under which they operate 

(lloe ki on, 1999). Learning enables organizations to become adaptive, flexible, 

productive, knm \ hat competitors are doing and to remain competitive (Senge 2000). 

Various authors have provided various definitions of learning organizations but 

whether they believe it should be a "top-down" (Hughes and Fight, 1998) or "bottom

up" (Wathins and Marsick, 1992) approach they all believe any organization can be a 

learn ina organization. They refer to the involvement of all staff regardless of rank d 
o ,an 

see the learning organization as a means to a goal, providing continuous learning 

opportunities. 

Learning in organizations may be adaptive, which is based on past track record and 

focuses on solving problems in the present and incremental improvements; or they may 

be generative, which means they emphasize continuou experimentation and feedback 

in an ongoing basis to define and solve problems based on new ways of looking at the 

world. 

Learning tarted being given much importance by companie as a way or creating, 

enhancing and u taining competiti e ad antage in the 1980's ( cngc, 1992). Firms 

seck to b learning organization in order to continuously enhance their capability to 

learn 'nd capability to be more productive a a rc.: ult or learning. In order to build 

strate i fle. ibilit ' necc snry to facilitat th hit from l nc domin. nt strategy to 

an ttl mmitm nt t th d 'c1 pm~nt nd llllrt . ' unng t 1 

riti 
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that enhance and sustain competitive advantage. The building of competitive advantage 

has been viewed from a number of perspectives which include Porters five forces 

model (Porter, 1980), The Resource-ba ed ie\ of the firm (Barney, 1991) and the 

Knowledge-based view (Horski n, 1999). Porter ' live forces include bargaining 

power of customers, bargaining po" r or sur pi icrs, the threat of substitute products, 

the threat of new entrants and the slrl'ngth and nature of traditional rivalry among firms 

in the industry. The theor) a"sum d !inns in an industry tructure themselves to be 

either low cost t)r I t) attain pnldll t di ffe rentiation which gives them a superior position 

compared to others and 1 r ., cnt entry of other firms. Porter's view, regarded as 

external view of competitive ad antage, add resses the profitability of industries rather 

than the individual firm and is cri ticized for this. It ignores the fact that firms, even in 

the ame indu try differ despite similar threats and opportunities. The theory therefore 

may not help individual firms much in obtaining and sustaining unique advantage 

(Rummett et al , 1994). Even in Porter's five forces model it is clear that firms have to 

learn the behavior of the market and how to act in various circumstances. 

The resources _ based view considers internal resources and capabilities which are 

more controllable and enduring as the main source of competitiveness (Barney, 1991 ). 

Unlike Porter' s five forces this perspective expects firm s to compete based on their 

unique or di stinctive capabilities. Resources-based view builds on but does not replace 

the Porters five forces model (Collins and Montgomery, 1995). The two put together 

may therefore enable a firm to develop a viable strategy. In the 1990's the RBV 

become more focused on intellectual resources, such a earning capabilities, 

intellectual capital and knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). 

Knowledge-based vie' an extension of the re ource-ba ed vie' ti ll in it in fancy 

and focu es on differentiated knO\ ledge inventorie a a ba i for competitive 

advantage. nique knowledge and varying tack of kno\ ledg rna be a ource of 

diflcrcnc in capability between one firm and the other. 

I . . n ke) omponent in 1: ilitating strategic change and gi en til U\ . • earn Ill ' t • nam tc 

cnvir nm 111 in \\hi h organi7 ti n op rat it i riti I th, t they arc \\ell prep. r~.:d to 

n c ary. Jndividu I " II th n h uld 1 rn 
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Peter Senge (1990) identified five core di ciplines in building the learning organization 

as personal mastery, mental model , team learning, hared vision and systems thi nking. 

Kerka (1995) concurred that the e chara t ri. tics tend to be evident in learning 

organizations. Personal ma tcr) mean. an organization can only learn when 

individuals within the organizati n karn and this should be continuous. The best 

mental model, which mean-; on~:s ",I ol looking at the world, is where all parties win 

by working togrtlH:r. 'I \1111 I· 1rnin• i necessary because when team members learn 

together then: cm1 t c gt) 1d r ult ~ r the organization and also the members grow 

rapid ly. llowcvcr. dial gu~: and the process ofteam bui lding are important for effective 

team learning and achie\ ing re ults together (French and Bell , 1995). Shared vision is 

vision created b compromising between the individual vis ions and developing these 

visions in a common direction. The leader, like other employees, shares his vision 

with the employees and encourages them also to share theirs and so the organizations 

vision evolves. Where there is shared vision creative tensions, the difference between 

the shared vision and current reality, will drive the organization towards its goals. 

The role of the leader in a learning organization takes a different form from the 

traditional one which views the leader as one who solely determines the direction the 

organization should go and gives instructions. The new view, unlike the traditional , 

sees the leader as the facilitator for building a learning organization where all people 

participate, expand their capabilities, clarify their vision, share mental models and are 

responsible for learning. The role of the leader is that of a designer, teacher and a 

steward ( enge, 1990). 

The culture of learning is embedded in learning organization . uch organization 

promote continuou learning, all taff proacti ely e. ·panding their capacity to produce 

de ired re ult and to \Vork together, broadening their thinking and at 0 enhancing their 

ability to u e and hare information (lluatari and Livon n. 2003). cultur determine 

the general h ·havior a well a common change and i:s imp rtant in the creation of a 

tc, rning rg nization. 

'I h n r niz ti n d t rmin it as ' I arnin ' or' niz 1t '1 n. 
Stru tur in lud link m n p r nn I. th mmuni ti n n t' l rk 



network and friendship network (MC Pherson, 1983). Social networks influence both 
individual and group behavior and facilitate or constrain change. These networks are 
therefore the channels that facilitate organizational learning and it is therefore 
important to include a knowledge level appr a h in de igning the structure within 
organizations. 

5.2 TilE RESI~ RCII '0 ·n: ... f FOR LEARNING IN ORGANIZATIONS 

While a number of ·tudie ·have been done on learning organizations gaps still remain 
that give room for further tudie in the subject. lt would be interesting to find out 
whether all type of firm are capable of becoming learning organizations and whether 
learning organizations display other characteristics besides those put forward by Senge, 
1990. It would be useful to study the relationship between learning organizations and 
the various theories of competitive advantage, for instance how learning facilitates 
application of the various view to be more competitive. Studies could be done to 
determine the cost of becoming learning organizations and how various types of firms 
view these costs. 

Learning for organizations has emerged as one of the fields attracting considerable 
recent attention (Dogson, 1993). As such learning for organizations is a contemporary 
set of ideas and prescriptions of how organizations should be managed. Those ideas as 
popularized by writers such as enge (1994); Argyris and chon (1978); Pedler, 
Burgoyne, and Boydell ( \991) and others, apply the psychological metaphors of 
learning to organizations and argue that fostering learning in individuals can be 
tran formed into more general improvement that will lead to ucce and prosperit) 
for organization . Organizations can be een to "learn" as the collective pattern of 
behaviour among t organizational members change and adapt to their environment. 

lncrca cd diver. it. \\ill be one of the main factor leading to a greater err rt or adult 
ducation in th workplace in future (De hler and I lagan, 1990). Re carch into 

\H rkpl 1 arnin •ill c entiat [! r pc pic to appreciate the n:lation hip bct\\ccn 
u lity nd crnp ' nn nt nd th dir ted t \\ard 

hi r n H n. I n 11 t ntr t ' ith t " 1r I 
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making an entity a learning organization wh1ch emphasize wholesale changes to 

organ izational cultures where the learning of one individual is the source of changes 

affecting the system, where one persons learning becomes a force for socialization of 

the other organizational members. uch ocialization u,e both explicit and implicit 

social controls to create a degree of ocial uni[i rmit and nformity at work with the 

intention of increasing organizational crth:t h nes., order and con istency (Pascale, 

1999). The move towards valorin1tiono.; )r li\ ·rsit as a workplace issue exists side by 

side with organizations scc!..ing l) in -r ·as' "samcnes ·" in their organizations through 

learning, cultural chang· nnd s) ·iali l'ati n practices. 

It is interc ting to re earch int hm members of an organization can be considered 

diverse and individual \ ith pressures for organizations to learn to embrace diversity 

and difference while at the arne time encouraging socialization by the consensus of 

organizational culture with pressures to learn and conform to the need for changing 

corporate culture for an organization. 

5.3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

If organizations are to become learning organizations, which will be inevitable in 

future for organizations that want to remain competitive, it is imperative that research 

will need to be continuously done in areas where adequate research is yet to be done. 

Examples of areas that will call for further research include establishing the 

relationship between performance and learning; establishing an appropriate measure 

for learning and the appropriate level of investment that should be done to facilitate 

learning; what should be learnt; the best learning strategies and processes that should 

be used; the connection between change that occur in an organizations environment, 

trategie adopted and learning; the po ibility of a firm having all the characteri tic 

of a learning organization, the co t benefit analy i of learning on a continuou ba i , 

how to 'tudy the en ironment and e tablish the need for and timing of any change 

n:quircd. It will b important to tudy hm practition r can r tlect on c. 'P rience and 

relate it to the \\h h.: y tern in an organization. 1 he thcorcti al base ofthi appr ach is 



Organizations operate in a world that is getting increasingly dynamic only those 

organizations that are flexibly, adaptive and productive will excel (Senge, 1990).With 

the more complex world and the ever increasing competition also expected in future, 

which D'Aveni, 1994 refers to as 'hyper competition', rganization will have to 

intensify the measures they will take to en urc th , op . It i argued that in order to 

cope organizations have to continuou ly. cd, tot, p people' commitment and capacity 

to learn at all levels (Sengc 1990). Orgnnizatit ns that arc continually expanding their 

capacity to create their future r ·quir • a fundamental hift of mind among their 

members. 

To enhance learning in organization the use of information technology (LT) network 

will have to be in tailed and continuously enhanced in organizations at all levels. This 

will facilitate faster communication of information. Information will also be shared 

much faster among many. E-learning will facilitate learning faster among many. 

Organizations that wish to be effective learning organizations will have to invest 

adequately in ensuring adequate information technology equipment. Argyris, 1992 

suggests that much of the massive technology of management information system 

(MIS), quality control systems and audits of the quality control systems are designed 

for single loop learning. Most organizations create systems of learning that suppresses 

double-loop inquiry characteristics of learning organizations. 

In future for organizations to become effective learning organizations, information 

technology systems will have to move towards facilitating double loop learning. In 

learning organizations there may arise the need to question underlying objectives and 

policies. The workers of today and the future will want to participate and be able to 

hare their ideas. Increased access to the information highway will make information 

more available and to a \ ider audience. Barriers to learning uch as lack of 

information and materials \ ill be reduced. With globalization, which ha changed the 

face of competition. it\ ill b po ible to quickly get information online and take more 

informed appropriate action fa ter. 

In future a numbcr of areas will increa ingly get more important and therefore there 

' •ill h m r empha i in irnpro ing individual , team and the organizat1 n \ ill have 

t, I to learn nnd t, ke on b ard new ideas and meth ds fast 

frcqu nt h ng in the nvir nm nt or c:ampl t chnol ' • 



competition, customer expectations, learning will have to be an integral part of works 

and teams in the company. Organizations that regard learning as a strategic tool will 

have to set a side funds and have specific budgets for research into the best ways of 

doing things and strategic learning. 

For most organizations knowledge a . ets "ill n )I on! be a important as physical 

assets but the most important employ~~ will l a 1-..nowlcdgc worker. Employees will 

also be judged on their nbilil to learn Organizations will value learning, 

innovativene , documentation and ·haring best practices between staff and will 

safeguard them to be passl!d on t all who rna join later (Teece, 2000). 

The speed of learning will need to keep increasing to cope with the changes, which are 

likely to also be more dynamic and complete (Nonaka et al, 1995). A learning culture 

will help customers and clients understand each other's needs. Businesses will have to 

continuously learn how to best serve their stakeholders and this is the only way 

businesses will be able to maintain the loyalty of their clients in the face of many 

emerging alternatives. 
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